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Knowledge Organiser: KS4 AQA LANGUAGE PAPER 1 – EXPLORATIONS IN CREATIVE READING & WRITING
START OF EXAM 5 MINS

Q3 15 mins STRUCTURE 12

1.Read the glossary
2.Read the information box and underline:

Planning The Answer
15. Draw a box around the phrase that says ’the whole
of the source’.
16. On top of the insert write OFFICE SHIFT:
• Opening
• Focus
• Foreshadowing
• Introduction
• Contrasting
• Ending
• SHIFT from:
• Out/in
• Individual/group
• Thought/Action
• Dialogue/Description
• Past/Present/Future
17.Label each paragraph of the extract with one or
more of the OFFICE SHIFT points.

• Character
• Setting
• Place in story
3. Read the PASSAGE without looking at the questions.
Focus on understanding what is going on.

Q1 – 5 mins IMPLICIT/EXPLICIT 4
Planning The Answer:
4. Read the question and THINK.
5. On the question draw a box around the lines to
focus on.
6. Draw a box around those lines on the insert.
When Writing The Answer:
7. Use full sentences.
8. Only have one point per line.
9. Be careful not to repeat points.

Q2 10 mins LANGUAGE FOCUS 8
Planning The Answer
10. Underline the part of the question that tells you
what you have to comment on e.g.’the strangeness of
the city’.
11. Identify the mood/tone/feeling of the piece.
12. On the insert underline and label:
• Words and phrases
• Language features & techniques (simile,metaphor,
alliteration, personification, tripling, emotive
language, sensory imagery,adjectives)
• Sentence form (if aiming for top band).
When Writing The Answer:
13. Write an establishing sentence explaining the
mood/tone linked to the question.
14. Write three BIG paragraphs
(Evidence/Technique/Analysis)
• Refer back to the establishing sentence (overview,
ETA,ETA,ETA)
• Do this for each bullet point in the question
• Really focus on the explanation/analysis.

When Writing The Answer:
18. Write your points into at least 4 PETA paragraphs
(Point,Evidence,Technique,Analysis)
19. Sentence Stems:
•
Para 1: The writer focuses us on…in the opening
of the extract…
•
Para 2: The writer builds/changes/shifts….
by….making the reader feel…
•
Para 3: The writer leaves us feeling
•
Para 4: A further structural technique used by the
writer is…
You need at least 3 separate paragraphs – preferably 4

EXPLORATIONS IN
CREATIVE READING &
WRITING
LANGUAGE PAPER 1
1 HOUR 45 MINUTES

Q4 30 mins How Far Do you…16

Q5 CREATIVE WRITING 40 MINS 40 marks

Planning The Answer:
20. Draw a box around the phrase that says ‘Focus this
part of your answer on…’
21. Draw a box around the PERSON who gives the
opinion.
22. Draw a box around the section in the extract.
23.Underline the opinion in the question. Annotate to
understand.
24. IF THE STATEMENT IS POSITIVE YOU ARE GOING TO
AGREE.
25.Rescan the passage. Underline any additional
language points linked to the focus of the question.
26. Write the word PLAN at the top of the answer space.
27. In your PLAN put in three points about the use of
LANGUAGE – add terms/techniques such as alliteration,
smile, metaphor, personification, sensory language,
adjectives).
28. In your PLAN put two-three points about SENTENCE
STRUCTURE (simple, short, long, compound, complex)

Planning the answer: 10mins
32. Decide which of the two questions you want to do. We
recommend, if there is the option, to do the picture one.
33. READ THE CONTEXT SENTENCE and the instruction.
34. Consider the atmosphere you want to create.

When Writing The Answer:
29. Write an opening sentence responding to the opinion
in the question.
30. Write your five-six points from your PLAN into 5
PETAL paragraphs (point, evidence, technique, analysis,
link back to statement)
31. Sentence Stems.
• To some extent I agree with….PETAL
• I certainly agree that… PETAL
• However, it could also be argued that…PETAL
• Overall I agree with the statement that…..PETAL

Q1 AO1
Q2 AO2
Q3 AO2
Q4 AO4
Q5 AO5 & AO6

35. STEAL good vocabulary from the extract you have read and think of
others.
36. Choose ONE event/moment in time (NOT DAYS OR YEARS)
37. Plan the shaper of your description. OFFICE SHIFT. Zoom in OR
zoom out?

38. Make sure you cover SAMOSAP in your plan.
•
SIMILE
•
ADJECTIVES
•
METAPHOR
•
ONOMATOPOEIA
•
SENSES
•
ALLITERATION
•
PERSONIFICATION
When writing the answer: 25 mins
39. Write your description / story
40. Start each paragraph in a different way:
•
Verb: ‘ing’ / ‘ed’ word
•
Adverb: ‘ly’ word
•
Preposition/Place word: ‘on’ / ‘next to’ / ‘near’ /
•
Adjectives: describing word
41. Remember to use a semi-colon (easiest way is to use where you
what have used the word ‘because’.
42. Remember to use a rhetorical question – this could make a
good opening sentence.
43. Remember to use brackets to create an aside.
44. PROOF READ YOUR WORK (5 mins)
• Read backwards to find spelling errors
• Read forwards to find missing words and punctuation
45. It is okay to cross out and write a better word above a piece of dull
or repeated vocabulary.
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Knowledge Organiser: KS4 AQA LANGUAGE PAPER 2 – WRITERS’ VIEWPOINTS & PERSPECTIVES
START OF EXAM 5 MINS
1.Read the glossary
2. Read Source A WITHOUT looking at the questions.
Focus on understanding what is going on.

Q1 – 5 mins IMPLICIT/EXPLICIT 4
Planning The Answer:
3. Read the instructions given for how to shade. This is
marked electronically so it must be shaded right.
4. Read all the statements before selecting.
5. Eliminate those you know are wrong.
Re-read all of the sentences for the ones you think are
correct – double check.
6. Shade in the boxes correctly for your choices.
AFTER Q1 – 5 MINS
7. Read the glossary.
8. Read Source B without looking at the questions.
Focus on understanding what is going on.

Q2 10 mins SIMILARITIES 8
Planning The Answer
10. Underline the part of the question that tells you
what you have to comment on e.g similarities or
differences.
11. On BOTH sources underline quotations that link to
the focus of the question.
12. Match the pairs of quotations that allow you to
show the most inference (3 pairs).
When Writing The Answer:
In Source A, we learn about/that {question focus} is …
This suggests that … It could also imply (use an
alternative interpretation or a deeper meaning
depending on what works best.) Comparative Phrase
In Source B , we learn about/that … This suggests that
… It could also imply (use an alternative
interpretation or a deeper meaning depending on
what works best.)
Complete MINIMUM of two paragraphs REALLY well
(three if you can manage.) Quote equally from both
sources. Use comparative connective phrases.

Q3 15 mins LANGUAGE 12

Q4 30 mins How Far Do you…16

Q5 TRANSACTIONAL WRITING 40 MINS 40

Planning The Answer
MAKE SURE YOU ARE WRITING ABOUT THE RIGHT
SOURCE AND THE RIGHT LINES!!!
13. Underline the part of the question that tells you what
you have to comment on. E.g. ‘ how does Dickens use
language to make the reader feel part of the fair’
14. Identify the purpose of the language linked to the
question (persuasive, descriptive, inclusive).
15. On the insert scribble a reminder of devices you’d
expect to see:
• Words and phrases
• Language features (e.g. imagery or persuasive
techniques)
• Sentence form (if aiming for top band)
When writing the answer:
16. Write an establishing sentence explaining the
mood/tone linked to the question.
17. Write three BIG paragraphs (Evidence/Term/Analysis)
•
Refer back to the establishing sentence (Overview,
ETA, link phrase, ETA, link phrase , ETA)
• Do this for each bullet point from the question.
e.g. In Source B, Dickens makes us feel part of the fair by
using sensory imagery such as ‘ bellowing of speaking
trumpets’.This allows the reader to more easily visualise
themselves at the fair. The personification of ‘the speaking
trumpets’
captures the liveliness of the scene. Coupled with the
adverb ‘gaily’ in ‘stalls lighted gaily’ the readers’ senses are
awakened. The cumulative effect of the imagery evokes
the lively atmosphere of the fair.

Planning The Answer:

Planning the answer: 10mins

AFORESTPACK: Alliteration, Fact, Opinion,
Rhetorical Question & Repetition, Emotive
Language & Exaggeration, Statistics, Triplets,
Personal Pronouns, Anecdotes, Conditional
clauses, Keep Repeating

Q5 - EXPLAIN

29. Underline the form/audience/purpose in the question.
30. Write the techniques for the purpose (explain, argues, persuade,
instruct/advise) at the top of the paper.
31. Write the punctuation list at the top (!?,.;-)
32. STEAL good vocabulary from the extract you have read and think of others
33. Bullet point/mind map your ideas and then number them in the order you
are going to write them in. Think about circular structure.
34. If it is argue or persuade, open with a rhetorical question, controversial idea
or emotive imagery and return to this at the end.

When writing the answer: 25mins
35. Write each paragraph with an idea of which techniques for the question
purpose you are going to use.
36. At the end of the paragraph cross off the techniques and punctuation you
have used
37. Remember to use a semi-colon (easiest way is instead of ‘so’/ ‘because’).
38. Start each paragraph in a different way:
• Verb: ‘ing’ / ‘ed’ word
• Adverb: ‘ly’ word
• Adjectives: describing word
• Preposition/Place word: ‘on’ / ‘next to’ / ‘near’

39. PROOF READ YOUR WORK (5 mins)
• Read backwards to find spelling errors
• Read forwards to find missing words and punctuation
40. It is okay to cross out and write a better word above a piece of dull
or repeated vocabulary.

Q5 – LETTER

Q5 – ARTICLE

Dear Sir/Madam or name
Addresses
Date

• Clear/apt/original title
• Strapline / subheading
• Subheadings

Paragraphs

• Introductory paragraph

Yours sincerely/faithfully

Q5 - Text for a LEAFLET
• Clear/apt/original title
• Organisational devices such as
inventive subheadings or
Boxes
• Bullet points

Q5 - Text of a SPEECH
• Clear address to audience
• Rhetorical indicators that an audience
is being addressed throughout
• A clear sign off, e.g. ‘Thank you for
listening’

Q5 – INSTRUCT / ADVISE

Q5 – PERSUADE
•

AFORESTPACK

formal language
balanced sentences
people’s opinions (real or made up)

AFORESTPACK
• emotive language
• apparent balance
• mixture of first, second and third person

•
•
•

formal language
close relationship with audience providing reasons for a course of action
empathy with the audience’s problem

countering opposing points of
view

•

several suggestions about what to do

specific examples of situations

•

some short sentences
identify with audience by using ‘we’

•

•

•

use of modal verbs (e.g. might, could should)

range and variety of points
a neat conclusion

•

perhaps some attempt to shock reader into Agreement

•

build the confidence of the reader

•

varied choice of adverbs and adjectives

•

address the reader directly in the second person (you)

•

use imperatives (e.g. ‘you should’, ‘make sure that you’, ‘be careful to’)

• AFORESTPACK

• range of reasons
• range of appropriate detail
• specific examples of

•
•
•

different kinds to
support

• different points expanded

When writing the answer:
27. Write an opening sentence that clearly refers to the
question
28. Write your 5 points from the plan into at least 5 PETAL
paragraphs (Point (feeling/emotion/viewpoint)/ Label/ Evidence
/ Analysis Comparative phrase Point
(feeling/emotion/viewpoint)/ Label/ Evidence / Analysis

Q5 - ARGUE

• AFORESTPACK

explanation
range of responses to
• ‘why’
range of responses to
• ‘how’

18. Draw a box around the phrase that says ‘You need to refer
to.’
19. Make sure you know which lines from each source you are
writing about.
20. Underline if you are being asked for differences or
similarities.
21. Circle the attitude word
(attitude/viewpoint/perspective/experi ence)
22. Draw a box around the focus: e.g. the fair
23. Split a section of your page into two. Label each side with
the names of the writers
24. Note down ideas about each of the writers’ attitudes about
the topic
25. Underline quotations from each source to support the
feelings from step 24
26. On your plan number the points in the order they appear in
Source A

•

• some ‘literary’ devices such as alliteration, groups of three

Q5 – ESSAY

• An effective
introduction and
conclusion.
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Knowledge Organiser: Romeo and Juliet
Romeo Montague

Son of the Montague family

Juliet Capulet

Daughter of the Capulet family

Tybalt

Juliet’s cousin, a prominent Capulet

Act
1

Mercutio

Friend to Romeo – neither Capulet nor
Montague

Act
2

Romeo and Juliet continue to see each other secretly. Romeo wishes he was not a Montague and
they decide they will secretly marry.

Benvolio

Romeo’s cousin

Act
3

Lord Capulet

Juliet’s father and head of the Capulet
family

Tybalt (Juliet’s cousin) tries to fight with Romeo, who refuses. Mercutio (Romeo’s friend) fights
Tybalt instead and is killed when Romeo tries to stop them. Romeo then murders Tybalt in his
anger and is banished from Verona. Capulet arranges for Juliet to marry Paris. She refuses and
Capulet threatens to disown her.

Friar Lawrence

A Franciscan monk and friend to both
families

Nurse

Juliet’s confidante, very close to her,
motherly

Prince Escalus

Leader of Verona, trying to keep peace
between the families

Themes
Love
Passionate love vs. courtly
love. Often leads to violence.
Fate
No one can escape their fate.
Violence and Conflict
Opens and ends the play.
Individuals Vs. Society
R&J must turn against their
families and society.
Death
Death is common and
referenced throughout.

Context
Honour
Family honour was highly
important.
Gender
Men controlled society.
Arranged Marriage
About status, power and wealth.
Catholicism
Based in Italy and meant
marriage couldn’t be undone.
Family and Children
Noble parents often used a
‘nurse’ to raise their children.
Courtly Love
Traditional approach to
romance.

Symbols/motifs
Poison, night, light/dark, dreams/Queen Mab, opposite views

Set in Verona, we find two warring families – the Montagues and Capulets. There is a ball and
two young people meet and fall in love: Romeo Montague and Juliet Capulet. Their families will
never allow this.

Act
4

Juliet asks for help from Friar Lawrence. He gives her a sleeping potion that will make her appear
dead so that on her supposed wedding day to Paris she will be carried to the family tomb, where
Romeo will find her and run away with her.

Act
5

Romeo doesn’t receive the letter about the plan. He hears Juliet has died and obtains poison for
himself. Romeo sees Juliet (assuming she is dead) and poisons himself. Juliet awakens and,
realising what has happened, kills herself with a dagger. The two families reconcile their
differences and the feud ends.

Methods
antithesis
foreshadowing
dramatic irony
bawdy humour
monologue
soliloquy
oxymoron
metaphor
simile
imagery
iambic pentameter
juxtaposition
tragedy
antagonist

blank verse
sonnet
sonnet form
suspense

Key Vocabulary
patriarchy
Elizabethan
character
society
violence
conflict
resolution
civil unrest
marriage
catholic
Catholicism
Shakespeare
Verona
Conspire

ambiguity
predicament
unease
suicide
brawl
relationship
adversity
provoke
mutiny
adversary

Key quotes

Character

Scene

“A pair of star-crossed lovers take
their life

Chorus

Prolog
ue

What, drawn, and talk of peace? I
hate the word. As I hate hell, all
Montagues, and thee.

Tybalt

Act 1
Scene
1

But, soft, what light through
yonder window breaks? It is the
east, and Juliet is the sun

Romeo

Act 2
Scene
2

That which we call a rose By any
other word would smell as sweet.

Juliet

Act 2
Scene
2

For this alliance may so happy
prove, To turn your households'
rancour to pure love.

Friar
Laurence

Act 2
Scene
3

A plague o' both your houses!
They have made worms’ meat of
me

Mercutio

Act 3
Scene
1

Mercy but murders, pardoning
those that kill.

Prince

Act 3
Scene
1

Hang thee, young baggage,
disobedient wretch! I tell thee
what: get thee to church
o'Thursday, Or never after look me
in the face

Capulet

Act 3
Scene
5

O true apothecary, Thy drugs are
quick. Thus with a kiss I die.

Romeo

Act 5
Scene
3

O happy dagger, This is thy sheath:
there rust, and let me die.

Juliet

Act 5
Scene
3

A glooming peace this morning
with it brings. The sun, for sorrow,
will not show his head.

Prince

Act 5
Scene
3

For never was a story of more woe
Than this of Juliet and her Romeo

Prince

Act 5
Scene
3
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Knowledge Organiser: Romeo and Juliet
AO1
Read,understand and respond to texts.

AO2
Analyse the language, form and structure

AO3
Show understanding of context

AO4
SPaG

METHODS
antithesis
foreshadowing
dramatic irony
bawdy humour
monologue
soliloquy
oxymoron
metaphor
simile
imagery
iambic
pentameter
juxtaposition
tragedy
antagonist
blank verse
sonnet
sonnet form
suspense
LOCATIONS

SYMBOLS/MOTIFS

Streets of Verona
Capulet mansion
Juliet’s chambers
Friar Lawrence’s
cell
Mantua
The Capulet tomb

Poison
night
light/dark
Thumb biting
dreams/Queen
Mab
opposite views

SYMBOLS/MOTIFS
Poison; Night;
light/dark
imagery; thumbbiting;
Dreams/Queen
Mab; opposing
points of view.

VOCABULARY
Belligerent: aggressive and
hostile

Impulsive: acts without
thinking

Idolatry: extreme
admiration or love

Melancholy: feeling of
thoughtful sadness

Banishment: exile

Tormented: experiencing
great suffering

Dutiful: acts obediently

Despair: a total loss of
hope

Conflict: A struggle
between two sides

Infatuation: obsession

Tyrannical: treats people
cruelly

Confidant: a trusted
person
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Maths Knowledge Organiser

UNIT 4F – FRACTIONS AND PERCENTAGES
PERCENTAGES –Videos 86/87/89/97/94

FRACTIONS,DECIMALS & PERCENTAGES –Videos
59/149

OPERATION WITH FRACTIONS – Videos
66/72/68/69/70

FRACTIONS –Videos 77/68/69

Key Vocabulary

Vocabulary

1

Numerator

Top of a fraction

2

Denominator

Bottom of a fraction

3

Multiplier

A number when multiplied finds
the percentage of an amount

Science Knowledge Organiser

P8

Science Knowledge Organiser
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Science Knowledge Organiser
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Early Atmosphere
evolving
Volcanoes produced Carbon dioxide,
nitrogen (and a bit of methane and
ammonia)

Greenhouse Gases
and Climate change

Effects of climate change:
Carbon dioxide
Methane
Water Vapour

Oceans formed
From condensed water.
Carbon dioxide dissolved in the oceans.
Carbonates precipitated (turned into
solid bits) to form sediments.

Rising sea levels
Droughts
Extreme weather events
Changes in wildlife
distribution

Why do some people deny humans
cause climate change????

Difficult to model.
Models are simplified.
Media can be biased.
MUST check the evidence is PEER
REVIEWED

Took in CO2 and released O2 in
photosynthesis.

Decreased the CO2 levels

•
•
•
•

Short wavelength doesn’t
interact with the gases

Green plants and algae

Sedimentary rocks
and fossil fuels
were formed:

C14 The Earth’s
Atmosphere

Longer wavelength
emitted does interact with
the gases

Human activities increase
the levels of CO2 and CH4
•
•
•
•

CO2
burning fossil fuels
Deforestation
Methane
Cows (and rice paddies)
landfill

Carbon footprint
‘Total amount of
CO2 and other
greenhouse gases
emitted over the
full life cycle of a
product, service or
event’
Solution:
Reduce carbon footprint (emissions of
CO2 and methane)
• Use less fossil fuels
• Carbon capture and storage
• Eat less meat
• Send less food waste to landfill

Atmospheric
Pollutants
Gases released in combustion of
fossil fuels and their effects:

Gases

Released when

Effects
caused

Carbon
dioxide

All fossil fuels
burn

Global
warming

Water
vapour

All fossil fuels
burn

None

Carbon
monoxide

Incomplete
combustion of
fuels (not enough
O2)

Poisonous
gas

Solid
particulates

Solid fuels burn
incompletely

Global
dimming
Asthma

Sulphur
dioxide

Coal burns
(sulphur is an
impurity in coal)

Acid rain
Respiratory
problems

Nitrous
oxides

Nitrogen in air
reacts with
oxygen at high
temperatures

Acid rain
Respiratory
problems
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Key term

The significance of food, water and energy to economic and social well being
Definition

Resources

Materials that have value for people. They
may be needed for basic survival e.g. water,
or appreciated as something that improves
quality of life e.g. coffee.

Resource management

Water food and energy are key for human wellbeing. All lead to social and economic
benefits, which all increase the standard of living and quality of life.
Food

•

The control and monitoring of resources so
they don’t become depleted or exhausted.

Surplus

When there is more of a resource than is
needed to meet demand.

Deficit

When there is not enough of a resource to
meet demand.

•
•
•
Water

Global inequalities in the supply and consumption of resources
•
•
•
•
•

Water

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
Energy

•
•

Distribution of
malnourishment

•
•

Average UK calorie consumption is 3200 calories per
person per day.
Average calorie consumption in Mali is 2590 calories
per person per day.
Areas of greatest population growth have highest
levels of undernourishment.
Demand depends on changing diets and increasing
population.
Supply depends on climate, soil and level of
technology.

Fresh water is unequally distributed.
Water footprint is the amount of water used per
day.
Global average is 1240 litres per day
Bangladesh is 896 litres per day, USA is 2483 litres
per day.
Water scarcity (where demand is greater than
supply) can be physical e.g. reduction in rainfall or
economic e.g. lack of money to enable access to
water.
1 in 5 (more than 1.2 billion people) live in areas of
water scarcity.
1 in 3 (2.4 billion people) have no access to clean
drinking water.

•
•
•

Energy

•
•
•
•

Calories provide energy.
Availability of food depends on climate, soil and level of
technology.
Malnourishment leads to disease and death. In children it can lead
to underperforming at school which decreases economic wellbeing
in life. In adults they will be less productive (less able to work).
Globally more than 1 billion people are malnourished.
2 billion are undernourished (poor diet).
Obesity is an issue in some areas, mainly HICs.
Used for survival, washing, food production, industry.
Clean, safe water enables development and allows people to break
free from the cycle of poverty.
Globally 2 billion people drink from contaminated water sources.
Over 500,000 people a year die because of diarrhoeal diseases
ana linked to contaminated water supplies.

Traditionally we get energy from oil, coal and wood.
Many different sources are generated by changing technology.
Used for electricity production, heating, transport and for water
supply (e.g. wells).
Supports industrialisation and development.

Changing demand for food in the UK creates opportunities and challenges
The growing
demand for
high value food
exports from
LICs and all
year demands
for seasonal
food and
organic
produce.

The changing
energy mix

UK Energy mix in 2015 :
•
Fossil fuels (65%) Coal 31%, Gas 25%, Nuclear 19%,
Renewable sources 22%. In 1970 91% from fossil fuels.
•
The UK has invested in renewable energy e.g. solar energy
and subsidies are given by the government.

Decreasing
domestic supply of
oil, coal and gas.

•
•
•

Economic and
environmental
issues linked to
energy use.

•
•

The richest 13% of people globally use 50% of the
world’s energy.
The poorest 13% of people globally use 4% of the
world’s energy.
Countries import and export energy.
Some countries do not have their own sources of
energy.

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Larger carbon
footprints due
to the
increased
number of food
miles travelled.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Changing demand for Energy in the UK creates opportunities and challenges

Distribution of water
scarcity

Food

•
•

A trend
towards
agribusiness.

•
•

•
Reserves of North Sea oil and gas are declining.
EU regulations on gas emissions has led to a decrease in fossil fuel use.
Energy efficient appliances and industry mean less energy is used in homes and industry.

Food used to be seasonally and locally sourced. Now we eat globally
sourced foods all year.
In 2013 47% of UK food was imported.
More disposable income has led to an increased demand for greater
quantities and wider choice.
Not all foods can be grown the UK, and some foods can only be
grown at certain times e.g. strawberries in July and August.
High quality products are five times the price of similar products e.g.
Madagascan vanilla, gourmet coffee.
Positive impacts : Jobs and wages for those in LICs, more tax income
leads to a better quality of life.
Negative impacts – less land for locals to farm for themselves, high
water use and exposure to chemicals (pesticides and fertilisers).
Organic – no pesticides or fertilisers used. Since the 1990s there has
been an increase in demand. Now worth £2 billion a year in the UK.

Food can be grown more cheaply elsewhere.
Production and transport create a carbon footprint.
17% of the UK’s carbon footprint is due to food.
Tomatoes have less of a carbon footprint being grown in Spain and
imported to the UK than if we grew them in the UK where
greenhouses would have to be heated.
Annual food miles travelled by UK food imports is 18.8 billion miles.
68% of food imported to the UK is from within the EU, 32% from the
rest of the world.
UK are now encouraging buying local and having an allotment.
Agribusiness is a farm run as a business with the main aim being
profit.
Agribusiness has significant impacts on the environment as they are
associated with heavy use of pesticides and fertilizers leading to
reduction in wildlife and eutrophication.
East Anglia has a lot of agribusinesses.

It is cheaper to import coal into the UK than to mine it.
Nuclear Power Stations are being decommissioned and all current plants will close by 2023 –
there are issues of contamination and disposal of nuclear waste.
Economic issues – costs, jobs, set up costs, research, reliability.
Environmental costs – ecosystems, waste, noise, emissions, pollution, radiation leaks.

Distribution of fuel
consumption

What are Resources?

Fracking – Opportunities and Challenges
Opportunities
Shale gas is readily
available in UK.
- Will act as a bridging
fuel until alternative
technologies are
developed.
- Increased cost
of
of fuel makes
fracking now
affordable.

Challenges
- Contaminated water is
pumped back into the
ground and can affect
water supplies.
- Fracking uses a lot of
energy.
- 3% of gas extracted is
lost to atmosphere; this
is methane, a
greenhouse gas.
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Resource Security

Food availability

Key term
Food security

Food insecurity

Definition
When the demand for food is lower than the
supply of food there will be a surplus. This
means that a location is food secure.
When the demand for food is greater than
the supply of food there will be a deficit. This
means that the location is food insecure. This
may also be referred to as food shortage.

Countries like China and India have high agricultural outputs.
The USA, Brazil and UK also achieve high outputs due to intensive farming
methods and high capital investment.
Countries in sub –Saharan Africa produce less food because they have
unreliable rainfall, drought, low investment and lack of education and
training.

Security and insecurity can be used to
describe access to energy and water as well.

Global food insecurity

Factors affecting food supply
Climate

Global food security is measured
by the FSI –food security index.
This is calculated using indicators;
-country’s level of nutrition
-food stocks
-political stability

The highest concentration of
countries at risk from food
insecurity is in sub Saharan Africa.
Other countries with food
insecurity include Afghanistan,
Haiti and Bangladesh.

Climate affects the productivity and the
types of food that can be grown. Regions
experiencing extreme temperatures and
rainfall struggle to produce food.

Climate
change

Climate change affects global farming
patterns and productivity. Weeds and pests
will thrive in warmer conditions. Rising
global temperatures are causing pests and
diseases to spread north and south from
the Tropics.

Technology

Without technology, food yields tend to
remain low. Unskilled use of technology,
like poor use of irrigation (pipes) can lead
to waterlogging. In HICs, mechanisation
and agribusinesses give high levels of
productivity.

Poverty

Lack of water

The poorest people cannot afford any form
of technology, irrigation or fertilisers.

This effects many areas that suffer food
scarcity, particularly in sub-Saharan Africa.
These areas are likely to become drier and
more desertified in the future as
temperature rises.

Food consumption
•
•

•

Global food
consumption varies
across the world
Canada, the USA
and Europe
consume the most.
Sub Saharan Africa
food consumption
is at its lowest.
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Impacts of food insecurity

The global supply of food is uneven.

Famine

Undernutrition

Soil erosion

Rising prices

Social Unrest

Famine is a
widespread
shortage of food
often causing
malnutrition,
starvation and
death.
Famine in
Somalia 20102012
258,000 people
died. 18% of child
population died
due to lack of
food.

This is the lack of
a balanced diet.
It is a major
public health
problem in subSaharan Africa.
Diets in these
regions are
frequently lacking
in protein,
carbohydrates,
vitamins and
minerals.

This involves the
removal of fertile
top soil layers by
wind and water (
link back to the
causes of
desertification).

Food prices are
rising across the
world. This is
mainly due to the
increased prices
in fertilisers,
animal feed, food
storage,
processing and
transportation.
LICs and the
poorest people in
NEEs are hit by
higher food
costs.

The 21st century
has seen lots of
social unrestespecially in
North Africa and
the Middle East.

-overgrazing
-deforestation
-cultivation of
marginal land .

Strategies to increase food supply
Irrigation
This is the artificial watering of
the land involving the
extraction of water from rivers
or underground aquifers. Some
countries have large scale
irrigation schemes e.g. dams.

Biotechnology
Uses living organisms to make
or modify products or
processes. This includes GM
crops. These produce higher
yields. In some countries there
is conflict over GM crops due
to health and environmental
reasons.

Aeroponics
Plants are sprayed with fine
water mist containing plant
nutrients. Excess water can be
collected and re used. This
enables small –scale farmers
to increase yields and lower
production costs.

Appropriate technology
This means using skills or
materials that are cheap and
easily available to increase
output without putting people
out of work. For example – a
bicycle being used to produce
the power to remove the outer
shell of coffee beans.

Hydroponics
Plants are grown in gravel or
mineral rich water. Feed is
dripped onto roots. Light is
used in the winter months.

The ‘new’ Green Revolution
Modern farming techniquesuse of machines/ chemicals.
The ‘ new’ era of this is
focussing on sustainability and
community e.g. water
harvesting, soil conservation,
irrigation and improving
science.

A scheme to increase food supply.
Global food consumption is increasing for
several reasons
•
Increasing levels of development and
higher standards of living mean more
people can afford to buy more food.
•
There are growing populations,
particularly in India, Indonesia and
China.
•
There is greater availability of food
due to improved transport and
storage.

Conflict

Can lead to the destruction of crops and
livestock, to food insecurity and possibly
even famine and death.

Located in Kent, the site involves four huge greenhouses using
hydroponics.
Advantages
•
Supports more than 500
jobs.
•
Produces food all year
round.
•
Provides UK with food
security.

Disadvantages
•
Money generated mostly
goes to large companies
not community.
•
Requires a lot of energy.
•
Causes visual & light
pollution.

‘Food riot’
correspond with
high prices in
food.

Sustainable food management
Permaculture
A system of food
production which
follows the patterns and
features of natural
ecosystems- non
polluting and healthy.
E.g. crop rotation,
managing woodland,
composing waste.

Urban Farming
The growing and
processing and
distribution of food in
and around
towns/cities.
-healthy choice of food
-creates jobs
-opens up green spaces
-attracts wildlife

Seasonal food
Local food sourcing is
more sustainable as it
reduces food miles and
carbon foot print. Locals
famers markets can
make seasonal food
readily available.

Meat /fish from
sustainable sources
Small scale livestock
farms using organic
methods. Catching
limits (quotas) of fish,
monitoring fish
breeding and prices.

A sustainable food example in a LIC.
Jamalpur, Banglahdesh

Farmers introduce another ‘crop’ into their rice
fields- small fish that can live in the flooded paddy
fields. It increase the rice yields plus the locals get a
supply of fish.
The scheme is sustainable, involves local people and
improves the diet of the people. It is relatively easy
to set up. It is a good example of appropriate
technology.
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French Knowledge Organiser: Y10 HT5 - Family
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Urdu Knowledge Organiser: Free time (H)
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PRE-PRODUCTION
This is the planning stage
for your digital product. It
is everything which
happens before
production begins.
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PRODUCTION
This is the planning stage
for your digital product. It
is everything which
happens before
production begins.
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Business and Enterprise Knowledge Organiser: Y10 HT5
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Music Knowledge Organiser
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The Music Industry

Tier 2 Vocabulary:

1
3

2

Collaborate – work
together with other
people
Produce – to make
Build – join things/add on
Publish – prepare and give
out
Record – create an audio,
visual or written version
that can be used later
Select – choose something
Identify – say what
something is
Establish – show that
something is true
Label – give something a
name
Locate – figure out where
something is
Expand – make something
bigger
Evaluate – decide if
something is good or bad
Communicate – share
information with others
Describe – say what
something is like
Explain – give reasons
Consider – think about
Conclude – decide
whether something is true

The Music Industry

Music Knowledge Organiser

Section 1: Unions
*Protect worker’s RIGHTS!*
✓ Musician’s Union (MU) – artists,
composers, instrumental teachers.
✓ Broadcasting, Entertainment,
Cinematograph & Theatre Union (BECTU)
– Live Sound Technician, Journalist, Roadie.
✓ Equity – Musician, Broadcaster, Actor.
Section 3: Agencies
*Provides a service for an artist!*
✓ Performing Rights Society (PRS) – collects
money when music is played or performed
in public places.
✓ Phonographic Performance Limited (PPL) –
licence to be allowed to play recorded
music/music videos in public places.
✓ Mechanical Copyright Protection Society
(MCPS) – collects money when music is
reproduced or accessed digitally.

Section 2: Trade Bodies
*Advertises the trade they’re in!*
✓ Music Producer’s Guild (MPG) – Those in
music production e.g. Producer, Sound
Engineer, Studio Manager.
✓ Association of Professional Recording
Services (APRS) – Those in the audio
industry e.g. Live Sound Engineer,
Mastering Engineer, Manufacturer.
✓ Professional Lighting and Sound
Association (PLASA) – Those in
entertainment events e.g. DJ, Roadie,
Lighting Technician.
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Tier 2 Vocabulary:
Collaborate – work
together with other
people
Produce – to make
Build – join things/add on
Publish – prepare and give
out
Record – create an audio,
visual or written version
that can be used later
Select – choose something
Identify – say what
something is
Establish – show that
something is true
Label – give something a
name
Locate – figure out where
something is
Expand – make something
bigger
Evaluate – decide if
something is good or bad
Communicate – share
information with others
Describe – say what
something is like
Explain – give reasons
Consider – think about
Conclude – decide
whether something is true
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Max Heart Rate – 220 - age

Aerobic Endurance

Fartlek- (Speed Play) Sprint, Jog , walk

Aerobic Endurance

Interval Training –high intensity then rest

Aerobic Endurance/Speed

Circuit Training – variety of exercises

Aerobic Endurance/Muscular Strength/Muscular
Endurance

Hollow Sprints- high intensity and short jog

Speed

Accelerative Sprints- speed increases to max

Speed

SAQ Speed , Agility and Quickness

Speed/Agility

Plyometric- Jumping onto or over objects

Power/Muscular Strength

Resistance Training – e.g.. Resistance band

Power/Muscular Strength/Muscular Endurance

Free Weights- Sets and Repetitions

Power/Muscular Strength/Muscular Endurance

Static Stretching – a held stretch

Flexibility

Dynamic Stretching– stretch with movement

Flexibility

Proprioceptive Neuromuscular Facilitation
(PNF)

Flexibility

Skill Components of Fitness
(ABCPR)

Component of Fitness

Continuous Training- steady pace

Additional Principles of Training

Borg Scale – Rate of Perceived
Exertion (RPE) – value x 10 to find
out heart rate.

Method of Training

Physical Components of Fitness
(FAMMSB)

PE - KS4 & Btec Unit 1
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Btec Sport Unit 2-Rules and Regulations Half Term 5
• Rules (or laws)-Regulated by a governing body of a sport
• Rules are used DURING THE GAME
• Example- Football-Kick off, throw-in, goal kick, offside.

• Regulations- also made by the governing body of the sport.
Regulations take place before and after the game or they are decisions based on making the game appropriate
safe and fair.
Criteria
Equipment
Regulation Considerations- Players
Pass- Describe (WHAT)
Playing Surface/facility
the rules and Regulations
for TWO selected Sports.
Roles of
Merit-Explain the rules
Time
Officials
and regulations of TWO
selected sports.

